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1.- INTRODUCTION

The establishment of a nuclear programme i n a developing country i s
a complex task that requires a planning and implementation c a p a b i l i t y which
i s , i n genera l , only ava i l ab le in developed coun t r i es . Therefore, a descrip
t i o n , oven i f a shor t one, of the B r a z i l i a n experience i n t h i s regard may
be u s e f u l , e i ther as a con t r i bu t i on to those countr ies a t a s i m i l a r stage
of development or as a c l a r i f i c a t i o n , i n general , of
the peaceful purposes o f t h i s programme. I t w i l l be shown tha t the aim of
the programme is to assure, i n a ra t i ona l manner, the generat ion of elec^
t r i c i t y " n e e d e d to support B r a z i l ' s f i r m determinat ion to become, in a not
too d i s t a n t f u t u r e , a country of prime signif icance,among other na t ions . fo r
i t s soc ia l and economic development.

2. THE NEED FOR A NUCLEAR POWER STATION PROGRAME

During the l a s t ten years the growth o f e l e c t r i c i t y consumption in
Braz i l has been 11%'per year . This high pace has been kept even during the
l a s t three years when t h i s country suf fered the e f fec ts of the so-ca l led
"o i l - c r i s i s " . In particular, the growth of consumption during the last
five years has been 12%.

The total hydraulic potential in Brazil is about 120,000 MW(e). At
the mon'̂ nt sonie 20 000 MW'ŝ  of this hwdro notential 2!"s beinn uti l ized
some 5û,ùûû i<iw(e) are at an advanced design stage or under construcuunCi ),
and about 50,000 MW(e) are situated in the Amazonian Region, some UiOO-2000
km away from the Southeastern Region(2). This region, which is the eco
nomic and industrial center of Brazil, accounts for some 75% of the elëc
t r i c i t y consumption in the entire country. ~

Therefore, due to the geographic distribution of the hydraulic
potential and of the consumption areas and the concentration of consump
tion in the Southeastern Region, a power def ic i t would occur in the period
1985-1990, i f this region were to depend exclusively on hydroelectric
sources located therein. Even i f i t were possible to use al l tho Brazilian
hydraulic potential of 120,000 f-'W(e), this potential would not be enough to
cope with the electricity demand of the country in the 90's.

I t is in this context that the Nuclear Power Programme is just i f ied
and needed. I t w i l l , at the beginning, complement the hydroelectric system
and w i l l afterwards provide the base generation.

Figure 1A shows the forecast of the total installed capacity up to
the turn o f t h i s century and indicates the participation of the Nuclear
Programme. The nuclear capacity to be installed wi l l grow from the 626
MW(e) net of Unit 1 of Central Nuclear Almirante Álvaro Alberto(ANGRA-l),
to be commissioned next year and representing 2% of the total installed

(1) In particular, the largest hydroelectric plant in the world is under
construction in the country: Itaipu, for 12,600 MW(e) (18 x 700 MW(e)

(2) States of São Paulo, Minas Gerais, Rio de Janeiro and Espírito Santo.
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rapacity at that time, to about 10,600 MW(e) in 1990 (13% of the total i_n_
stalled capacity), and to 75,000 MW(e) in 2000 (40% of the total installed
capaci ty).

One major point to be considered is that the hydroelectric programme
will remain very importent and will grow from the present ?0,000 MVI(e) to
ebout 90,00c MW(e) in 2000, representing a 3,000 MW(e) yearly commissioning,
from now on, of hydroelectric plants. The Nuclear Programme will require in
the period 1983-1990 the commissioning of one large power station of 1245
MU(e) net each year. From 1990 onwards, this pace will increase substantially.

In view of the large Nuclear Programme envisaged for the 90's, the
Brazilian Government decided to follow the strategy of preparing this country
intensively, starting now and continuing up to 1990, for the introduction of
the complete nuclear power industry. This was done with the purpose of meet
ing, on an independent basis, the demands of the large programme in the SO^s.

It was realized, after extensive studies, that the vast programme
that had become evident for the 90's could only be feasible if it could be
started earlier and accelerated step by step. At the same time, the neces
sary personnel would N v e to be qualified and the domestic engineering fTrms
and industry would have to be prepared to meet the expected demand.

3. PREPARATION FOR THF. PROGRAMME

. i it atlti M I M

Once the need had been identified for implementing a nuclear power
station programme, technical-economic feasibility studies were intensified
with a view of defining a strategy for such programme implementation, as
well as for establishing an overall planning comprising all sectors to be
involved.

The most relevant studies which were carried out may be summarized
as follows:

Feasibility and optimization studies on the introduction of nuclear power
^TarTts into the powl>r~~gënerafion system, charTcTerTTtTcãTly a hydFauFuTcine.

Through such studies, the optimum nuclear capacity to be installed
in the period 1975-1990 was analysed on absolute technical terms. These
studies, which at first had the participation of the IAEA, were gradually
and integrally assumed by domestic teams as a competent staff was formed in
Brazil through training in advanced centers in Europe and in the United
States.

Mathematical models tailored to local conditions were developed and
extensive use was made of computer data processing by preparing a code con
templating the characteristics of the present Brazilian power generation ~
system, a predominantly hydraulic one (90% of the power generated).

These studies, taking into account only technical and economic con
sideration.s, concluded that in the period 1975-90 about 10,000 MW(e) nuclear
would be required, mainly in the second half of the 80's.



Subsequently, overall considerations analysing the industrial impli_
cations of the programme indicated that i ts implementation should be done in
a more gradual manner. As a consequence, 2,500 MW(e) (2 x 1245 MH(e) net)
of the capacity to be installed were advanced to the f i r s t half of the 80's.

Evaluation of the_capabi_li_tiç_s_and jo te i i t ia l i t ies of the domestic industry to
-parti cTpate jjrT a.JHrAearlJlr09ûi1™il

These studies were init iated with the participation of the A1EA
(1971). However, when the programme's feasib i l i ty became more evident, an
extensive evaluation of the Brazilian industry's capabilities was conducted
with the participation of a foreign firm whose expertise is internationally
recognized (BECHTEL). About 100 domestic companies in the different indus
t r i a l sectors were analyzed. In i ts conclusion, the study identif ied the
current capability (1977) of the industry i.nd evaluated i ts future possi_
b i l i t i es after specific improvement 'reconiendations have been complied with,
mainly in the area of quality assurance.

The final conclusion was that local industry might participate with
balance-of-plant equipment (BOP) for the Nuclear Programme in the following
proportions:

. First phase (1973 - 1974): 48 - 52%

. Second phase (1975 - 1977): 67 - 71%

. Third phase (1980 - 1982): 76 - 80%

This evaluation was kept as a reference for negotiations which would
be conducted with prospective foreign partner*- for technology transfer and
participation -in joint-ventures to be established.

Feasibility study for setting up an industrial capacity in the area of
reactor engineering, heavy component (NSSS) fabrication, and fabrication
in the fuel cycle area.

Froni the definit ion of the programme for installation of nuclear
power plants, an investigation was then carried out on the corresponding
demand in the area of engineerings heavy component fabrication, and una
nium concentrate production, conversion, enrichment, fuel element manufa£
turing, and reprocessing of spent fuel . In view of the current state of
world technology, a definit ion was sought of the timing and the appropriate
capacity of plants to be instal led, taking into account technical and eco
nomic considerations and the nation's capabilities in terms of financiaT
and human resources as well as the avai labi l i ty of an industrial infra
structure.

The findings of these studies were taken as the basis for defining
the strategy adopted for the programme and viere the starting point for
negotiations with prospective countries for the transfer of technology.

The strategy as adopted and the programme f inal ly established are
covered in Section 4.1 .

Studies aiming at defining the human resources required for programme
imp!ementation.

As a consequence of the established industrial programme, i t was



necessary to schedule the preparation and training of personnel required for
its implementation.

Therefore, the number of technicians needed in the different levels
and according to different specialties was estimated. As a result, a Persoji
ne1 Preparation and Training Program, called PRONUCI.EAR, was established to
cooidinate the relevant activities and assure the necessary tesources.

Basically, the use of universities was chosen for fundamental
training and specialization, with NUCLEBRfiS ?nd its subsidiaries, on a
joint-venture basis, being assigned the responsibility for in-service trair^
inq. Tor performing the latter function, until the appropriate units and
facilities become available, it will be necessary to send personnel abroad
for training in our partners' facilities.

This programme is described-more thoroughly in another paper pres^
ented at this Conference.

3 • 2 êoj-ga!vua_ti_o_n

r.'ew distn'bu_ti_on_of responsibil i lies

Up to 1971 all the activities in the nuclear energy field in Brazil
were coordinated by the Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN), which
sponsored the majority of these activities.

In anticipation of a nuclear industry programme the Brazilian Govern
nent decided to create a new organization, capable of inter-relating with
the CNEN, ELETR03RSS (3), utilities and industry, aiming at the formation of
a technical and industrial infra-structure.

Therefore, in the end of 1971, the Brazilian Nuclear Technology
Company (CBTN) a Government controlled company (a minimum of 51% of the
shares being held by CN'EN), was conceived and created to act as the exe£
utive branch of CNEN in technological and industrial areas.

When the industrial nuclear programme was decided, C8TN was trans_
formed, late in 1974, into NUCLEBRÂS with much more operational flexibility
to carry out the programme, now independent of CNEN and reporting directly
to the Ministry of Mines and Energy.

The distribution of responsibilities within the Government in the
nuclear energy sector is shown in Figure 2.

Re-organization of t*ie activities in the Research Institutes

The technical activities in the nuclear field were mainly carried
out by the following three research institutes, initially belonging to the
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN):

(3) Eletrobrãs is the main Government Agency responsible for the execution
of the electricity programme in Brazil.
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IPR - Instituto de Pesquisas Radioativas (Radioactive Research Ir.stj
tute), located in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais

]EN - Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear (Nuclear engineering Institute),
located in Rio de Janeiro

IRD - Instituto de Radioproteção e Dosimetria (Institute of Radiation
Protection and Dosimetry), located in Rio de Janeiro.

With a view to establishing the industrial programme these three
Institutes were transferred to CBTN, and afterwards to NUCLEPRfib, following
the reorganization in the sector.

The activities in the Institutes were up to then, aimed at basic
research, with low emphasis on technological research. To meet the industry
al programme, it was decided to crca-te working groups in the Institutes , ~
responsible for the execution of "Projects'' oriented specifically to areas
directly related to the programme.

These main projects were organized as described

A. FUEL TECHNOLOGY B. REACTOR Tr.CHNOl.OGY

1. U3O8 Production
2. Fuel Elements
3. UP6 Production
4. Radioactive Waste Treatment

1 . Light Water Reactors (LVJR)
?. Quality Assurance
3. Quality Control
t, T !,,-•» Z - ~t n . X - - r,
H . 11 | (JUDL, | I U I I I UIHU I' • I ' l l

5. Nuclear Pov;er Plant Simulator

C. PLANNING AND COORDINATION

1. Research Support to the Programme
2. General Coordination of the Programme

An intensive training programme with the different groups has been
started accordingly, mainly within the scope of the Scientific and Tech
nological Cooperation Agreement signed in 1969 between the Governments of
Brazil and of the Federal Republic of Germany.

The working groups participated intensively in the feasibility
studies, and after that, in the different phases and final establishment of
the present programne.

4. PROGRAMME ESTABLISHMENT

4.1 Strategy

On the basis of studies conducted it was possible to define a
strategy for the programme. The fundamental points of such strategy were
as follows:

- To establish, or. a definite basis, the programme for installation
of nuclear power plants up to year 1990 (Figure IB).

This programme based on optimization studies already conducted, was
adjusted to provide a continuing and growing programme which would permit,
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in paral le l , a gradual establishment of a component and fuel cycle industry.

- To establish in Brazil a capability in the area of nuclear power
plant design engineering, construction execution, heavy component (NSSS)
fabrication, and production in the different phases of the fuel cycle, namely,
production of uranium concentrates, conversion, enrichment, fuel element
manufacture and reprocessing.

- To negotiate an integrated programme with countries possessing the
relevant technology. According to such programme, we would agree to negotiate
the purchase of several nuclear power plants from these countries, provided
that the prospective partner should agree to transfer i ts technology in nu
clear power plant design and construction, NSSS components design, as welT
as in fabrication, design and production in a l l phases of the fuel cycle.
Such technology transfer would be done through the establishment, in
Brazi l , of joint-ventures with the participation of NL'CLEBRftS on the Brazil_
ian side, and appropriate companies - according to the sector under consid
eration - on the technology transferring side. Subsequently, in the course
of negotiations, the country transferring the technology would be granted
the additional right to import part of the uranium which might be discov
ered in Brazil by the joint-venture to be established for that purpose.""

4.2 Negotiations

Negotiations were init iated with three countries: the United States,
the Federal Republic of Germany and France.

A greater interest was soon shown by the FRG which promptly agreed
to establish a comprehensive technology transfer programme as proposed by
Brazil. Discussions were held at a governmental level in an eff icient and
systematic manner, according to the following phases:

- In i t ia l l y (October, 1974), a protocol, called BrasTlia Protocol was
signed, in which the intent of both countries was defined, namely,

. to establish a joint-venture for the design and coordination of
nuclear power plant construction;

. to establish a joint-venture to build a plant for manufacturing
reactor heavy components;

. to establish a joint-venture for uranium prospection and exploita
tion in Brazil ; ~

. to establish a joint-venture to build a demonstration uranium enrich
ment plant based on the jet-nozzle process; ~

. to establish a joint-venture for developing the jet-nozzle tech
nology and carrying out related commercial ac t iv i t ies ; ~

. to build a fuel element plant which might be eventually included
in a joint-venture;

. to build in Brazil a small uranium reprocessing plant.
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- In a second phase (June, 1975), th i s statement of intent was \n
eluded in an agreement prepared by the governments of Brazil and of the FRG,
followed by an Industrial Cooperation Agreement defining the partners of the
joint-ventures to be set up, and the "Specific Guidelines" governing the
establishment of the joint-ventures and the commercial agreements between
them, NUCLEBRAS and the German partners.

- The next step was the formal establishment of the different companies
{December, 1975), through the signing of a Shareholders' Agreement, and of
the Statutes pertaining to each of the companies.

- The immediately following step, developed in the course of 1976, was
the signing of commercial agreements between the newly created companies,
NUCLCBRftS, and selected German firms for technology t ransfer , patent
licensing, technical assistance and the supplying'of equipment and engineer^
ing services (mainly for basic design and supervision of construction and
for comissioning of the different plants) .

- In early 1977, the final step began, namely, the contracting of existing
Brazilian firms which will perform the detailed design work with assistance
from the German partners, as well as the civi l construction, erection, and
corûnissioning of the plants under the supervision of the referred to part.
ners.

level :

4.3 Current status of the programme.

In early 1977 the Nuclear Programme shows the following development

Nuclear Power Plant Installation

ANGRA - 1, a 626 MW(e) Westinghouse-type PWR reactor is presently
in th° assembly phase, with start-up scheduled for the end of 1978.

ANGRA - 2, a 1245 MW(e) KWU-type PWR reactor is now in the phase of
specification, bidding for components, plant design and site preparation.
ÎJUCLEN', a NUCLEBRfiS subsidiary, is the architect-engineer and responsible
for the balance of plant (BOP); KWU will supply the nuclear system (NSSS)
and the turbo-generator (TG). All civil work will be done by Brazilian
firms and 30% of the components will be supplied by the Brazilian industry.
Erection will be performed by Brazilian firms under NUCLEN supervision.
The plant is scheduled to start operation in mid-1983.

ANGRA - 3, a 1245 MW(e) KWU-type-PWR reactor is still in the
planning phase and is scheduled to start operation at the end of 1984.

Uranium Prospection, Mining and Processing

A joint-venture company, Nuclebrãs Auxiliar de Mineração S.A. -
NUCLAM, has been formed with Urangesellschaft as a 49% partner of NUCLEBRfiS,
which has already been active in prospection work for about one year. Nl[
CLAM is responsible for 10% of the prospection activities in Brazil, in
areas previously agreed with NUCLEBRAS. The remaining 90% are_the
responsibility of NUCLEBRAS. Several areas in Brazil are presently being
prospected for uranium and the annual budget for this activity is around
USS 27 million.
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A contract has been signed between NUCLEBRAS and Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann
for the design of an ore processing plant with a capacity of 500 tonnes of U-jOo
per year, to be installed in Poços de Caldas, which will be the first industrial
uranium production plant in Brazil.

Nuclear Power Engineering

A joint-venture company, Nuclebrãs Engenharia S.A. - NUCLEN, has been
formed in which NUCLEBRAS has a 75$ control and KWU has the remaining 25^ of the
shares. As stated before, NUCLEN is actively engaged in the design of the power
plants to be installed in Brazil, The company has, initially, 45 Brazilian
engineers, trained on-the-job in Germany during 18 months, and 30 German engineers
assigned by KWU.

Two Brazilian engineering firms have been contracted to perform the
detailed design of the reactors and two other Brazilian erection firms have been
contracted to perform the erection under NUCLEN supervision and coordination.

Reactor Components Fabrication

A joint-venture company, Nuclebrás Equipamentos Pesados S.A. - NUCLEP,
has been founded in which NUCLEBRAS has 75$ of the shares and the remaining 2$%
are held by an European consortium formed by Krafcwerk Union (KWU), Gutehoffnungs-
hutte Aktiengesellschaft (GHH) and Vereinigte Osterreichische Eisen- und Stahlwerke
Alpine Montan Aktiengesellschaft (VAL), with the objective of designing, developing,
manufacturing ard selling heavy components for nuclear reactors. Design of the plant
and site preparation are now in progress and operation is scheduled to start in the
beginning of 1979. Equipment for the plant both in Brazil and abroad has already
been ordered. The plant is planned for up to two units per year of each of the
heavy components which integrate the nuclear steam supply system: pressure vessel,
pressurizer, heat exchanger, etc., but its capacity can be expanded rapidly to cope
with the increase in demand expected around 1936.

Fuel Element Fabrication

A fuel element fabrication plant with a capacity of 100 tonnes per year
is being designed under a contract with KWU. Equipment specification and site pre-
paration are under way. Initial fabrication is scheduled for the beginning of
1979. It will supply the reload charges for ANGRA - 1, -2 and -3 and later on
the initial inventories and reload chargas of the subsequent Brazilian reactors.

Uranium Enrichment

Two joint-venture companies, one in Germany and one in Brazil, have
been formed to cover the activities in the field of uranium enrichment for
the Brazilian nuclear programme. The first, NUSTEP TrenndUsen Entwicklungs-
und Patentverwertungs GmbH & Co. KG., in which NUCLEBRAS and STEAG are 5O/5O
partners, is a German company which has the objective of developing, in-
dustrialization and commercial exploitation of the jet-nozzle process for
uranium enrichment, its first license was granted to the second company
mentioned, Nuclebrás Enriquecimento IsotSoieo S.A. - NUCLEI, a Brazilian
company (NUCLEBRAS - 75$, STEAG - ljf0 and INTERATOM - 10f0), for the pur-
pose of building and operation of a 25O tonnes SWU per year demonstration
plant in Brazil. This plant is now in the phase of final design and site
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preparation, oeing scheduled to go into operation early in 1382.

Meanwhile, NUSTKP has started a technology programme aiming at the
development of large stage compressors for future industrial enrichment
plants.

Reproccsjrijig

A contract has been signed between NUCLCBRSS and tlv; consortium
formed by the German firms KLWA Wiederaufarbeitungs G;nbH and Friedrich Uhde
GnbH for the transfer of the technology needed for the design, construction
and operation of a reprocessing plant in Brazil . A feasib i l i ty study, to_
gether with the conceptual desiqn, is under way to define and freeze the
capacity of this plant.

Personnel Training

A national programme, PRO-NUCLEAR, coordinated by CNEK is now being
implt-m-rr.ted with a view of preparing the qual i f ied personnel needed for the
Brazi l ian Nuclear Programme. At the same time NUCLEBRA~S and i t s subsid
iar ies are providing on-the-job t ra in ing programmes for the i r ptrsonneT
under contract with the d i f fe rent technology suppliers.

DraQT\ic t»fî 4 i \ i r t>T i f \» /-i-F D i n An

neiro and the federal university of Minas Lierais, about lüú engineers, pnysi
cists and chemists have been trained in the past two years for NUCLEBRSS ancf
i ts subsidiaries, f i r s t in the Universities' graduate programmes and in a
later stage within the company's Projects.

Research & Development

R & D programmes ere being independently pursued as part of the
Projects established original ly in NUCLFBRAS. These programmes are per
formed by research groups located in the three Institutes run by NUCLEB'RftS
Research activities cover areas of reactor physics, heat transfer, fuel
cicle problems, instrumentation and control as well as materials and the
basic sciences.

Cooperation with the IAEA and the Nuclear Centers of Jillich and-
Karlsruhe is actively under way.

Planning of an Integrated Nuclear Technology Center

An integrated Technology Center is being planned which wi l l include
ai l industrial, demonstration and p i lo t plants (with the exception of the
heavy components plant) as well as analytical and research laboratories,
test hal ls, reactor simulator, computer center and the necessary infra-
structure. Construction work wi l l start immediately.
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FIGURE IA-rOKECAST OF TOTAL ELECTRIC CAPACITY TO BE

INSTALLED IN BRAZIL
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FIGURE 2 - O R G A N I Z A T I O N AND RESPONSIBIL IT IES

IN THE NUCLEAR SECTOR

PR E S I D ^ M C Y O1F_ T_H_E RE. P U B U C

Definition of the national nuclear tnergy policy

MINISTRY OF [.'.INES AND ENERGY

Planning, exet i ' i ion ond control of the national
nuclear energy programme

CNEN
CommissrJo Nacional de Energia Nocleor

1. Regulations ond authorization for
licensing of nuclear facilii ies

2. Safety and protection
standards for the construction
and operation of nuclear
facil i t ies and tor the use for
nuclear materiais

3. Supervision and inspection oi
nucleor activities in Brazil

4. Nuclear scientific research

5. Training of scientists, engineers
and researchers in the field of
nuclear energy

ELETRO BRA'S
Centrais Elétricos Brasileiras S.A.

1 . Advice in the granting of permits
for the construction ond operation
of nuclear power plants

2. Financing the construction of
nucleor power plants

NUCLEBRA'S
Empresas Nucleares Brasileiras S.A.

1. Monopoly of prospecting,
development and mining of
nuclear ores

2. Monopoly of the production of
uranium concentrates

-3 i i i. -f I L . 1 »:-- ~-J
f̂. iviunu^uiy ui i ne uuiui • UI.HUII unu

operation of focilities for:

— enrichment of uranium
— manufacturing of fuel elements
— reprocessing of uranium and

plutonium

4. Monopoly in the commercialization
of nuclear materials

5. Manufacture of nuclear reactors

6. Assistance to private industry in
the manufacturing of components
for nuclear facilities

7. Architect-engineering of nuclear
plants for electric ut i l i t ies

8. Assistance to electric utilities in
the operoiion of nuclear power
plonfs

9. Operation of institutes and centers
for nuclear technology research

ELECTRIC UTILITIES

1. Contract the construction of
nucleor power plants

2. Operotion of nuclear power plants
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